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ABSTRACT

We present a real-time vision-based system that discriminates hand
gestures performed by in-vehicle front-row seat occupants for ac-
cessing the infotainment system. The hand gesture-based visual
user interface may be more natural and intuitive to the user than the
current tactile interaction interface. Consequently, it may encour-
age a gaze-free interaction, which can alleviate driver distraction
without limiting the user’s infotainment experience. The system
uses visible and depth images of the dashboard and center-console
area in the vehicle. The first step in the algorithm uses the represen-
tation of the image area given by a modified histogram-of-oriented-
gradients descriptor and a support vector machine (SVM) to clas-
sify whether the driver, passenger, or no one is interacting with the
region of interest. The second step extracts gesture characteristics
from temporal dynamics of the features derived in the initial step,
which are then inputted to a SVM in order to perform gesture clas-
sification from a set of six classes of hand gestures. The rate of
correct user classification into one of the three classes is 97.9% on
average. Average hand gesture classification rates for the driver and
passenger using color and depth input are above 94%. These rates
were achieved on in-vehicle collected data over varying illumina-
tion conditions and human subjects. This approach demonstrates
the feasibility of the hand gesture-based in-vehicle visual user in-
terface.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)]: User
Interfaces; I.4.9 [Computing Methodologies]: Image Processing
and Computer Vision—Applications

Keywords

Contact-free; hand-gesture recognition; infotainment; kinect; user
determination
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today, there is an abundance of new devices that drivers can look

at or interact with while driving the vehicle. Such devices provide
useful information, entertainment, and connectivity. The potential
for such technology is great, as web applications, location-based
services, and passive and active safety systems become standard in
vehicles. These devices, while providing drivers the capacity for
enhanced efficiency and productivity, also form potential problems
arising from distraction and inattention. Consequently, there are in-
creasing safety concerns regarding the interaction with devices that
may increase visual load and cause the driver to shift his or her gaze
from the road [5, 8, 9, 20]. We focus on infotainment-based interac-
tions, in particular, posing an alternative to the current mainstream
tactile (buttons) interaction that may require the driver to look away
from the road [11]. According to [12], drivers involved in info-
tainment system use during near crashes exhibit distinct glance be-
haviors, generally suggesting lower levels of awareness about their
driving environment.

Several types of interfaces have been proposed to accommodate
the dynamic settings of in-vehicle content delivery [4, 6, 13, 14].
With the objective of alleviating visual load on the driver while
maintaining a natural interface, auditory, tactile, and multi-sensory
information displays were proposed. Recently, proximity sensing
systems have shown promise in increased usability of the in-vehicle
interface [15]. As discussed in [15], touch-based interactions may
pose distractions because they have a small region of interest and
still cause driver’s gaze to shift away from the road. Hence, the
usability and intuitiveness potential of contact-less interfaces seem
advantageous. In particular, a visual user interface holds the poten-
tial for a more comprehensive and holistic analysis of driver and
environment behavior [17, 16]. Novel vision-based systems have
been introduced for driver assistance, such as automatic lane detec-
tion or automatic parking [18, 19]. Furthermore, from a hardware
perspective, placing a camera or a Kinect is a relatively cheap and
easy installation process compared to some of the aforementioned
interfaces. A vision-based solution allows for a dynamic region
of interest, and the potential of interacting with the interface in a
closer proximity to the wheel.

With the aforementioned opportunities for distraction, a common
solution has been to limit the functionality of the infotainment sys-
tem with the goal of making it less distracting to the driver, thereby
making the devices less useful to the passenger. A far better solu-
tion would incorporate knowledge of the current user accessing the
system, as well as an intuitive interactivity interface for alleviating
driver distraction and providing optimal information to passengers,
a solution explored in [2]. For that purpose, we propose a Hand
Gesture-based Visual User Interface for infotainment (HaG VUI)
system that classifies who of the front-row seat occupants is per-
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Figure 1: Color and depth im-
age ROI used to determine the
hand gesture and the user in the
HaG VUI system.

forming a gesture to interact with the infotainment system, and the
type of hand gesture that is being performed. By tailoring the in-
formation to the user engaged with it-the driver, passenger, or no
one, the system may improve vehicle safety. In particular, the cus-
tomization could allow the infotainment settings to better adapt to
the current user, thereby possibly resulting in a reduced visual load
to the driver. Furthermore, intuitive gesture interaction may encour-
age the user to interact with the infotainment system in a gaze-free
manner.

2. HAND GESTURE-BASED VISUAL USER
INTERFACE FOR INFOTAINMENT

The HaG VUI system (figure 2) determines the user whose hand
is accessing the infotainment device through the classification of
vision and depth input in a region of interest (ROI) located in the
center console by the gear shift (figure 1). Our system takes color
and depth images from a Kinect sensor viewing the center-console
area. The challenge of developing an in-vehicle vision-based sys-
tem lies in the need for a classification algorithm that is robust to
the various operating modes of the vehicle. Therefore, classifica-
tion performance should be maintained through appearance and il-
lumination variations. Since the depth input from the Kinect was
shown to be less reliable in direct lightning conditions, the posi-
tion of the sensor in the experiments was cruical. We attached the
Kinect to the vehicle’s roof behind the front row occupants facing
the gearshift where the hand gestures were performed.

The initial user determination part of our system builds on the
work of Cheng et al. [2] where a system for user discrimination
based on a modified histogram-of-oriented-gradients (HOG) image
descriptor [3] representation of image and near-infrared input is
presented. The modified HOG descriptor is derived by taking the
gradient of the image patch and dividing the gradient image into
smaller cells. Within each cell, we quantize the angles (orienta-
tions) of the gradient vectors and bin them to form a histogram.
The concatenation of the resulting histogram from each cell forms
the final HOG descriptor for the image patch. We use a 2 ! 2

Figure 2: Hand Gesture-based Visual User Interface for Infotain-
ment system (HaG VUI).

grid of cells with 8 histogram bins resulting in 32-dimensional (2
! 2 ! 8) feature vector. A support vector machine (SVM) [1] is
used to classify the current user in the ROI. The user is defined as
1) driver; 2) passenger; and 3) no one. This allows for the tailor-
ing of the infotainment system to the current user in order to pro-
vide more informative or less distracting driver assistance. Other
methods have been devised for such purpose [7, 10] but the pro-
posed method in Cheng et al. is significantly efficient and robust.
The success of the method inspired an extension into an improved
system of occupants-vehicle interaction through gestures. Our ap-
proach addresses the user determination and gesture recognition
problem using direct classification of images of the infotainment
control region. No tracking is required, and we assume the vehicle
interior as a constant background.

Once a user is detected, the second stage of the system extracts
gesture characteristics from temporal dynamics of the initial step.
In this stage of the HaG VUI, we collect a 32-dimensional HOG
feature vector which is being computed at each frame by the ini-
tial stage of the system. Then, once the user’s hand leaves the
ROI, we form a ‘histogram image’ composed of the collection of
these feature vectors. Changes in the feature vector over time cor-
respond to changes of the location and shape of the user’s hand in
sub-regions of the ROI. Since we are interested in recognizing lo-
cal temporal patterns expressed in the spatial descriptors over the
frames, we perform a second HOG feature extraction on this tem-
poral sequence of feature vectors. In our experiments, this temporal
HOG descriptor proved to be powerful in describing motion pat-
terns. Secondly, the average over time for each entry in the spatial
32-dimensional feature vector is computed and used as a feature as
well. Hence we derive a 64-dimensional feature vector, which is
then used with a SVM to classify the gesture into one of six hand
gestures (figure 3). The outlined procedure is performed both on
the color and the depth input from the Kinect. A RBF kernel multi-
class SVM is used with parameter values of C = 15 and ! = 0.15
for features derived from RGB input, and C = 15, ! = 0.05 for
features derived from depth input.
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Seq # Samples Weather Time Testbed
1 130 S 2pm LISA-Q
2 177 S 3pm LISA-Q
3 166 O 5pm LISA-Q
4 140 O 5pm LISA-Q

Total 613 {# Driver, # Passenger} = {299, 314}

Table 1: Attributes summary of the four recording sequences of
video data used for training and testing the hand gesture classifier
in the HaG VUI system. Data was collected in two different mov-
ing vehicles using eight subjects. Weather conditions are indicated
overcast (O) and sunny (S).

3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION IN LISA
TESTBEDS

In order to best exemplify the feasibility of the HaG VUI system
in real-world application, we chose a gesture set (figure 3 that we
thought would be suitable to perform while driving. Instructions re-
garding the performance of the gestures were given verbally. This
resulted in large variations in the execution of the gestures. For
instance, some users performed the hand movement with their en-
tire hand as one object moving along the swipe gesture, while other
users performed the same gesture almost entirely with a finger or
two, and minimal wrist movement. Even simple gestures such as
Left-Right Swipes included variations in the time it took to
perform the gesture, as well as the location and trajectory in which
the hand enters and exits the ROI. To verify the robustness of the
HaG VUI, the data set was collected at various times of the day in
a moving vehicle with eight subjects, providing four video record-
ings with a total of 613 gesture samples (table 1). The subjects
were members of the LISA team. Individuals wore short and long-
sleeve shirts and were of varying nationalities, skin colors, and gen-
der. The participants were verbally instructed on how to perform
the swipe gestures. They were told to perform each gesture when-
ever they felt comfortable, with the requirement that the hand must
leave the ROI before a new gesture is performed. The gestures were
performed in sequences of 10 each, with the driver and passenger
alternating turns. Videos were recorded on a circular route in which
the direction of sunlight could shine into the vehicle from multiple
directions in one video. As mentioned in [2], the most difficult
time for the initial stage of the system to differentiate between the
three classes of users is at transition moments when a hand enters
the ROI. Hence, we utilize a delay of 0.3 seconds before extracting
features for the gesture classification stage of the system.

A Kinect camera was chosen primarily for the depth input of the
camera; at night, the front-row area can still be captured without
illumination using the infrared-based depth information, although
this was not tested in our experiment. Image pixel resolution was
640 ! 480 and 320 ! 240 for color and depth input, respectively, at
30 fps. The system first extracts a rectangular image patch sized 80
! 120 as depicted in figure 1. Feature extraction and classification
takes approximately 60 ms on an Intel Pentium D 3.2-GHz PC.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION AND
DISCUSSION

Classification of the user into three classes of driver, passenger,
or no one, has an average accuracy rate of 97.9%. The performance
of the gesture classification step is shown in tables 2 and 3 for the
color and depth input. The performance metrics were all calculated
using a fivefold cross validation. Table 2 shows the accuracy in

Figure 3: Gesture set comprising of 6 swipe gestures. The orange
circle marks the starting position of each of the gestures. Circular
swipes had an arbitrary initial position.

terms of a confusion matrix for the two input modalities. The mean
performance using color image features is 98.41% and 97.60% for
driver and passenger, respectively. Features derived from depth im-
ages were shown to result in a lower overall correct classification
rate of the hand gestures, with 94.24% and 95.74% for the driver
and passenger, respectively.

There are several reasons for the misclassifications seen in table
2. First, variations in the performance of the gesture, such as in the
trajectory of entering and leaving the ROI, may lead to incorrect
classification. For instance, a driver may perform a Left-Right
Swipe and withdraw the hand through the ROI in a certain tra-
jectory resembling a performances of a Clockwise Swipe ges-
ture. Interestingly, a subject who wore a long-sleeve shirt and per-
formed a Left-Right Swipe was the reason of such misclas-
sification. The circular swipes contain large variations in gesture
performance as these don’t have a general initial position, and may
involve more self-occlusion. Table 2b shows the classification re-
sults using depth input, where we can see how out of the six ges-
tures, four contain instances of misclassification as a Clockwise
Swipe gesture.

Confusion between gesture classes with opposite movement pat-
terns is also apparent, such as between Left-Right Swipe and
a Right-Left Swipe. For instance, in a Left-Right Swipe

gesture performed by the passenger, a large portion of the gesture
may involve moving the hand towards the initial position on the
left side of the ROI. Then, a a quick movement to the right com-
bined with exiting from the ROI is followed. As this may produce
a similar temporal descriptor to a gesture that differ purely in di-
rection, the Right-Left Swipe gesture, appropriate measures
to eliminate these intra-class misclassifications need to be devised.
In particularly, we would like to separate entering or exiting seg-
ments from the actual gesture performed. One possibility for do-
ing so is using depth information (when it’s reliable) to distinguish
these segments by the location of the movement in 3-D space. The
hope was that a depth-based input could alleviate such situations,
as the motion of a hand exiting the ROI is not entirely performed
in the same plane where the gesture was performed. Unfortunately,
due to the close range and varying lightning condition, the depth
didn’t seem to provide such an advantage. Using depth-based fea-
tures was shown to produce slightly lower rate of correct classifi-
cation, mostly due to noise in the input data. The hand gestures
Clockwise Circular Swipe and Counter-Clockwise
Circular Swipe have motion patterns involving all the sub-
regions of the ROI, thereby are captured well in the temporal his-
tograms for these sub-cells, and produce high rates of correct clas-
sification. On the other hand, the other swipes are affected by the
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Actual \ Result

RghtLft LftRght UpDwn DwnUp CntrClk Clkwse
RghtLft 96.56 1.22 2.22 0.00 0.00 0.00
LftRght 3.57 95.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.11
UpDwn 0.00 0.00 98.25 0.89 0.00 0.86
DwnUp 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00
CntrClk 0.00 0.00 0.91 0.00 99.09 0.00
Clkwse 0.00 0.00 0.85 0.00 0.88 98.28

(a) HaG VUI using a temporal descriptor derived from RGB input.
Mean correct classification rate %98.01.

Actual \ Result

RghtLft LftRght UpDwn DwnUp CntrClk Clkwse
RghtLft 93.12 4.66 0.00 1.22 0.00 1.00
LftRght 8.23 89.98 0.00 0.00 1.79 0.00
UpDwn 0.00 0.00 93.87 2.62 0.89 2.62
DwnUp 0.00 0.00 1.92 94.82 2.17 1.09
CntrClk 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 98.18 1.82
Clkwse 0.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.85 98.28

(b) HaG VUI using a temporal descriptor derived from depth input.
Mean correct classification rate %95.00.

Table 2: Summary of the HaG VUI performance using the two
modalities. Gesture classification accuracy is computed with five-
fold cross validation. The results shown are the averaged results for
the driver and passenger hand gestures classification performance.
Each row sums up to 100%.

noise as the illumination variation introduces artifacts that are not
a part of the gesture being performed.

It is important to note that in the data collection process segments
of the hand gestures performed by the subjects were partially out of
the ROI chosen. These examples are essential, as we are interested
in an intuitive means of communicating with the infotainment cen-
ter. For instance, a portion of the hand performing Clockwise

Circular Swipe may exit the top of the ROI in the middle
of the motion and return to the ROI when completing the swipe.
While this results in a more challenging classification task, it ex-
emplifies the strengths of a vision-based interactivity system which
allows for the incorporation of information from the arm for infer-
ring the correct gesture. Also, a dynamic ROI can also be utilized.
These inaccuracies in the gesture performance are only natural, as
a careful performance of gestures requires an increased cognitive
and perhaps visual attentiveness. Since the instructions regarding
the performance of the gestures were given verbally, the perfor-
mance of the hand gestures varied significantly. For instance, some
subjects chose to perform the swipes with their entire hand moving
as one object along the swipe gesture, while others performed the
same gesture almost entirely with a finger or two, yet with minimal
wrist movement (and possibly self-occlusion). While the feasibility
of the system as an intuitive interface was not investigated in our
work, we did observe how both the passenger and driver became in-
creasingly natural in their carrying out of the gestures (thereby ex-
tending beyond the ROI while performing larger strokes at times).
These large and inaccurate movements provided natural variations
which we incorporated into our training and testing set because they
exemplify the potential of the HaG VUI system.

Precision Recall
RGB 97.97 98.13
Depth 95.24 94.93

Recall = |{Actual}!{Predicted}|
|{Actual}|

Precision = |{Actual}!{Predicted}|
|{Predicted}|

Table 3: Summary of the HaG VUI performance using precision
and recall rates.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The result of this work suggests that a reliable vision-based sys-

tem in the volatile environment of the vehicle interior is feasible.
The high accuracy results for the gesture recognition stage of the
system are encouraging, yet in order to further evaluate the robust-
ness of the system under different driving conditions, larger scale
data collection including more users, driving routes, and different
camera positions should be performed. The usability of the pro-
posed system may also be extended, such as to coupling it with
head-up displays (HUDs) which projects information directly into
the field of view of the driver. Additional efforts must be made
to study the safety and benefits of occupants-vehicle interactions
using the system. The gesture set must then be evaluated and rede-
fined to optimally accommodate the vehicle occupants. Addition-
ally, the interface was studied for instances of gestures in which the
hand left the ROI entirely before another gesture was performed or
another user’s hand entered the ROI. The best scheme for multi-
ple gesture instances classification must be devised. Furthermore,
the optimal ROI location in the vehicle should be evaluated as well.
The system performance should be analyzed with respect to camera
jitter, as vibrations may shift the ROI and affect the gesture classi-
fication performance. A system component for re-positioning and
aligning of the ROI in real-time according to specific dashboard
keypoints to correct for vibrations or shifting in camera position
may be desired. For such purpose, a dynamic ROI could utilize the
Kinect’s motor. Finally, while our work provides separate analy-
sis for the two modalities, an efficient incorporation of RGB and
depth towards a more robust classification scheme could be de-
vised. As the proposed gesture recognition methodology is only
one possible approach in many to extract spatio-temporal features
for the purpose of gesture classification, a more extensive compari-
son between gesture recognition methodologies on the dataset is an
important future step.
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